
WA233 Worship & The Arts 

Midterm Study Guide 
 

The midterm will be a 50 minute test covering the textbook material from 

the introduction through chapter 5 and all of the material covered in class 

from the beginning of the term through week 5 (May 5
th

). 

 

For the Textbook material, reviewing your quizzes and the study questions 

given in the text is a good place to begin.  Study from general concepts to 

specific details and life applications.   

 

Topics may include but may not be limited to: 
The artistic temperament 

Arts and Worship in the Bible 

The character of a Christian artist 

The need and nature of 

servanthood in arts ministry 

The artist in community 

Relational problems 

How to be a team player 

The difference between 

excellence and perfectionism 

How to combat perfectionism 

How to receive criticism 

How to give criticism 

 

For the lecture material, likewise review your class notes and the 

presentations on the website.  The objectives given for each session is a 

good place to begin.  Study from general concepts to specific details and life 

applications.  

 

Topics may include but may not be limited to: 
The Trinity in worship 

Revelation-Response 

Inward-Outward 

God-Centered worship 

The Basis for worship 

The 2 main Biblical word pictures 

for worship 

Developing a heart of worship 

Personal and congregational 

worship 

Different levels of worship 

2 dimensions of worship 

Fourfold ministry of worship 

Purposes of worship 

3 main categories of worship in the 

OT 

OT expressions of worship 

NT expressions of worship 

How worship leading flows out of 

the nature of worship 

The nature and tasks of worship 

leading 

I Peter 4:10-11 

A Biblical definition of art 

Biblical examples of arts 

A Biblical understanding of artistic 

gifting 

The relationship of material and 

form 

The differences of media 

The role of art in worship 

The role of art in life 

The three disciplines of worship 

leading 

Art in the Church 

The Planning Process 


